DC SCORES Receives New Toyota Sienna Minivan
to Expand After-School Program in Nation's Capital
June 28, 2012
Washington, DC – (June 28, 2012) – DC SCORES, which provides award-winning after-school programs for
low-income youth in Washington, DC today received a brand new Toyota Sienna as part of the automaker’s
100 Cars for Good program. The Toyota 100 Cars for Good is a national philanthropic initiative which awards
100 cars to deserving nonprofit organizations with winners selected daily on Facebook for 100 days through
August 21.
Joined by dozens of DC SCORES participants, Toyota Vice President Michael Rouse presented the keys to the
new vehicle to DC SCORES Executive Director Amy Nakamoto at a press conference at the Marie Reed
Elementary School in Washington, DC.
“There is a lack of after-school programs in the DC area and DC SCORES has stepped in to fill that need –
offering kids the chance to participate in organized sports and arts programs,” said Rouse. “Toyota is committed
to being a community partner and is focused on supporting programs in ways that achieve long-term sustainable
results. We hope this vehicle helps DC SCORES build upon the amazing work already established here in
Washington.”
Amy Nakamoto said, “We are extremely excited to be receiving a van from Toyota through the 100 Cars for
Good program. Thanks to Toyota’s generosity and service to our community, we will be able to provide and
transport much-needed soccer and writing equipment to over 40 DC public schools who host a DC SCORES
after-school program. This will increase our efficiency in using time, money and people to directly impact
hundreds of DC students in the coming years. We are very grateful to be part of such a large and effective
philanthropic initiative by Toyota.”
DC SCORES was selected as a finalist out of thousands of applicants nationwide and chosen by online voters as
this year’s first winner. Their programs benefit more than 800 children at 27 schools across Washington, DC.
The new Sienna minivan will support DC SCORES activities that promote physical activity and creativity
throughout the city and will help facilitate the organization’s expansion to 20 new schools in the District. DC
SCORES detailed how they will use their new Toyota Sienna in a video, found here:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ToOq2XrJ-Yc.
Toyota will profile five finalists each day at www.100carsforgood.com, where individual members of the public
are invited to vote for the nonprofit they think can do the most good with a new vehicle. The nonprofit with the
most votes at the end of each day wins one of six Toyota models. Runners-up each receive a $1,000 cash grant
from Toyota. A six-year, 100,000-mile powertrain warranty will also be provided for each vehicle, compliments
of Toyota Financial Services.

